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The AAW is dedicated to the advancement of woodturning by providing education, information,
organization, technical assistance, and publications relating to woodturning. The North Carolina
Woodturners Association purpose is to promote an interest in woodturning for persons of all levels,
and to encourage membership in, and give support to, the American Association of Woodturners.
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Presenters/Topics for 2016
Presenter
Mike Sorge

Topic / Demonstration
Diamond bowls and boxes

June

Tim Simmons (organizer)

Team activities; other specifics coming later

July

Jeff Ferris

Sorby demonstration – in conjunction with
Klingspor; this will also include lunch/cookout

August

???

September

John Benton
and barbecue courtesy of
Klingspor

October

???

May

November

December

Learn ‘N Turn

www.johnbentonstudio.com

An opportunity for new(er) turners to be able to see a
demo and then try their hand at it right then; would be
helped by the person doing the turning. Also
sharpening (bring your own tools).

CHRISTMAS PARTY @ Market on Main, Hickory, NC

Club “Give Back” to Community
By Beth Parham
Please consider turning some objects that we can take to children’s wards at hospitals and, I feel, even or
maybe more so, to residents at nursing homes/assisted living facilities. I know there are many there that
have no visitors or family coming at all (the nursing homes). What a great way for us as a club to give to
our community – we could do small things – vases, flowers, small boxes, pens, anything like this. We have
been visiting Gene’s brother in one while he has been rehabilitating and there are many that have no one
coming by at all. What an awesome way to help brighten someone’s life – we may all be there one day.
I also want to “add” to Jerry’s comments that we as a club can do demonstrations and other types of sharing
to help share our great craft. Personally, I want to challenge myself to contact schools or other organizations
where I could do this – had initially planned to join Jerry in April but Gene’s recovery did not coordinate
well enough to do this but Gene and I both are wanting to branch out to doing something like this – and
maybe even branch out some. We all could.
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2016 Challenge Projects
Challenge Project

Notes/Links

May

Mother’s Day

Handprint “frames” – round turnings with lip that can hold material for hand
print (child/grandchild/pet paw, etc.)

June

Chip ‘N Dip
bowl/platter

http://www.custommade.com/by/erikanderson/
http://woodshopmike.com/chip-n-dip-finished/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mwSd72FcthQ

July

Mini Candle Stool

Miniature three legged stool for a candle or small plant
http://www.instructables.com/id/Miniature-candle-stool/

August

Finial “Masterpiece”

Item of turner’s choice that incorporated finial(s) in the project
http://www.cindydrozda.com/handouts_Pdfs/handouts/FinialArticle.pdf

September

Held Captive

Any object with a captured ring included
http://www.hiltonhandcraft.com/Articles/CapturedRing.html
http://www.woodturningonline.com/Turning/Turning_projects.php?catid=20

October

Dyeing project

Something with color enhancement outside your normal comfort zone

November

Honor Our Troops

Pen/pencil or other useful item we can send to troops

December

Christmas party

Market on Main, Hickory, NC

April’s Demonstration – Bob Moffett
By Ron Davis/Beth Parham
Bob Moffett was our demonstrator for the April meeting. Bob is from Burlington and he is a member of
the Greensboro, Chapel Hill, Concord and the Asheville clubs. He obviously loves to turn and attend club
meetings. His demonstration was on turning a catawampus, offset or multi-axis platter – your choice. He
learned this from Doug Fisher, a Canadian turner, who was a demonstrator at the North Carolina Symposium
a couple of years ago. Doug stayed with Bob and also did a one-day workshop for the Greensboro club so
Bob got to learn a lot about his technique and got all of his questions answered.
He began with a 10x2 inch blank of poplar on which he had drilled a 2-2 ½ -inch recess with a Forstner bit
on the surface with will be the front of the platter. He mounted it with a chuck and turned the back of the
platter. He turned a 2 ½ inch recess in the back to remount the platter so he could turn the front of it. He
used a Sorby texturing tool to create a design and the used a three-point tool to cut lines on each side of the
texture to set it apart. He textured at 200-300 rpms. He used Scotchbrite to sand the texturing.
He then turned it around and re-chucked it with the recess he had turned in the back and began turning the
front of the platter beginning with the rim. He used a Wagner knurling tool to texture the rim. He said that
if one holds the tool below center the texture turns one way and if one is above center it turns another
was. On center gives a straight line. After using three different texturing tools he took his bowl gouge and
removed all of the texturing.
He then mounted a chuck that he had made from two pieces of plywood glued together. He then glued a
six inch by 1-½ inch piece of plastic pipe. He had a grove cut into the plywood and glued the pipe into the
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grove. He used a mouse pad on the back of the platter to cushion it in the chuck. He had a faceplate screwed
into the back of the homemade chuck. He brought the live center up to hold the platter blank
in the chuck and tilted the platter and began turning the inside at an offset angle. He had drawn
two diagonal line at the center hole on the front of the platter. He put the point of the live
center on the lines about 1/4 inch off center when tilting the platter. He turned at about 600
rpms. He used a homemade negative rake scraper to cut lines in the turning. One should sand
each time or step before moving to the next position.
When he colors he begins with black aniline dye over the entire piece and then he sands to 400. Then he
uses yellow dye over the black. He thins his black dye 6 to 1. He brushes it on, uses a paper towel to wipe
it off and then dries it with a hair dryer for the demo. He then dyed the rim red. For the sake of brevity in
the demo he did not sand between colors which he would normally do. He said that the texture should be
fairly bold because in sanding between different colors of dye one will completely
sand away the texture if it is too light. Sometimes he uses the “Rub and Buff”
product on the texture which accentuates the texture. Other suggestions were using
Liming wax, Kiwi shoe polish and making your own Liming wax. After letting the
dye completely dry he finishes with Minwax Antique Oil. He wore gloves while
applying the dye and gave a hint that one could insert the tip of one's air compressor
in the top of the glove. It will blow it up and make it easy to remove.
He sands with a drill between coats of dye rather than hand sanding. He finishes with a coat of yellow over
the whole piece except where he had natural wood showing through. He
recommends using a color wheel when first beginning to use dyes.
Thank you Bob for an interesting and informing demonstration.

May’s Demonstration – Mike Sorge
By Beth Parham
Mike Sorge grew up in California exploring mountains, deserts, and more; his
father was an industrial arts’ teacher which also influenced Mike. “I enjoy
rescuing, revealing, and preserving the incredibly
diverse inherent natural beauty of the fallen tree
through the art of high speed wood sculpting,
creating elegant signature sculptures for art and utilitarian use; heirlooms for
generations of enjoyment.” This is the artist’s statement from his website http://www.mikesorge.com/
He has been turning since November 2009 and is a member of AAW, Blue Ridge Woodturners and Central
Virginia Woodturners. He lives in the Blue Ridge Mountains in Virginia. He and his wife, Cindy, also run
a national sales and marketing business.
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Through persistent effort his signature Geometrics and Winged Natural Edge emerged, elegantly displaying
the inherent natural beauty of the fallen tree for art and utilitarian use, heirlooms for generations of
enjoyment. Mike's work is sold primarily through select US galleries.
For our meeting he will be demonstrating his diamond bowls and boxes.
Mike's distinctive diamond, triangle and square geometric bowls, boxes and
platters feature sculpted flared tips and elegant curves at the top center of
each side. The beautiful extended sections of wood are aesthetically pleasing.
An eclectic variety provide attractive serving options and can be created in
most any size and wood species. All Mike's geometric bowls, boxes and platters are finished with TY
Utilitarian Oil (food safe, non voc, 100% organic), a blend of polymerized flax seed and shea oils.
If you check out his website, there is a link to a 5-minute video showing his craft. Should be an interesting
and informative presentation. See you there.

Challenge Projects
Scott Caskey
April Project – Household Items

Dorothy Green
??

Ralph Green
Poplar

Dorothy Green
Poplar

Dean Wright

Guy Scronce

Light Pull

Dean Wright

Ron Davis

Light Pull

Cake Server

May 2016 Issue
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Gallery Projects
Scott Caskey

Jerry Ostrander
Cedar

Don Olsen
Natural Edge Oak

Danny Wilson
Cherry

Don Olsen
Spalted Water Oak Burl

Beth Parham
Maple bowl w/pyro
and paint
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Don Olsen
Natural Edge Oak

Danny Wilson
Cedar & Pecan walking staff
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Edgar Ingram
Oak
Edgar Ingram
Wild Cherry

Brian Butler
Cherry Burl Bowl

Dean Wright

Brian Butler
Maple

Sam McDowell
Ambrosia Maple platter

Dean Wright
Mahogany

Sam McDowell
Red Camphor vase
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2015 Officers and Board of Directors
Officers of NC Woodturners – 2016
President

Jerry Long

(704) 483-9460

VP/Program Chair

Tim Simmons

(828) 726-1599

Treasurer

Bruce Whipple

(828) 754-0372

Secretary/ Journal
Editor / Website Director

Beth Parham

(828) 294-4001

Past President

Renhard McLaurin

(704) 657-0039

Board of Directors / NC Woodturners
Last year of 3-year term:
Term expires 2016
2nd year of 3-year term:
Term expires 2017

1st year of 3-year term:
Term expires 2018

Tom Denne

(828) 584-0890

Pam Dergins

(828) 439-9576

Gene Parham

(828) 294-4001

Dan Greaser

(704) 325-0222

Bob Tate

(704) 867-1527

Dorothy Greene

(704) 732-7103

Wood Orientation
by Bill Rosener
Courtesy of More Woodturning Magazine
(visit
http://www.morewoodturningmagazine.com/)
One of the first decisions a wood turner will have to make is the orientation of the wood on the lathe. When
creating spindle profiles (such as pens, chair legs, pepper mills, baseball bats, etc.) the wood is almost always
mounted so that the grain runs parallel to the bed of the lathe. However, when turning bowls and other
hollow forms, sometimes woodturners will mount the wood so that the grain runs parallel to the lathe, and
other times woodturners will mount the wood so that the grain runs perpendicular to the bed of the lathe. If
you survey members of a woodturning club, you will find almost everyone uses the same terms to describe
their lathe and tools. However, ask these same members to specify the terms they use to describe the
orientation of the wood – and you will find very little consistency. Similarly, a quick search of the literature
in this field shows that there is no consistent terminology to classify the orientation. You will find terms
like “faceplate turning”, “spindle turning”, “end grain turning”, “face grain turning”, “side grain turning”,
“face turning”, “center work”, “turn on center”, etc.
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I believe these terms are potentially confusing and may fail to accurately describe the orientation of the
wood on the lathe. In this article I suggest using the terms “parallel orientation” and “perpendicular
orientation” instead and explain why. But first, here’s why other terms may cause confusion.
Some turners refer to the orientation of the wood on the lathe based on whether or not a faceplate is used
for mounting the work. If the work piece is held via a faceplate, they refer to the
orientation as “faceplate turning” or “faceplate work” then often define this term
with a phrase similar to “the wood grain runs perpendicular to the bed of the
lathe.” These terms can be potentially confusing for classifying the orientation
of the wood since 1) some turners create bowls and hollow forms without the
use of a faceplate and 2) some turners use a faceplate when creating hollow forms Figure 1 Wood mounted in parallel
orientation via a faceplate
with the grain running parallel to the bed of the lathe as shown in Figure 1. When
turning larger hollow forms, using a faceplate with multiple screws can
sometimes hold a piece better than a chuck. Hence, for these two reasons, specifying the orientation of the
wood based on whether or not a faceplate is used may be confusing.
Similarly, other turners use the terminology “face turning” or “face work” if the wood is supported entirely
by the headstock (i.e., it is not supported at all by the tailstock.) Again, a definition for these terms typically
includes a phrase similar to “the wood grain runs perpendicular to the bed of the lathe.” However, pieces
can be mounted to the headstock (via a chuck, screw chuck, faceplate) so the grain runs either parallel or
perpendicular to the bed of the lathe. Therefore, specifying the orientation of the wood based on whether
or not the object being turned is supported entirely on the headstock may be confusing.
Using terms like “spindle work” or “spindle
turning” can be equally confusing. By definition, a
spindle is a long, slender piece of wood with
decorative features, such as staircase rails, chair
legs, etc. However, some turners create very wide
pieces (e.g., vessels, vases, ellipsoids, and globes)
Figure 2: Hollow forms created with the grain running
with the wood running parallel to the grain (as
parallel to the bed of the lathe
shown in Figure 2.) Therefore, the idea of
classifying the orientation of the wood using a term that implies a slender piece of wood may not be the
most accurate or descriptive term.
Other turners refer to the orientation based upon how the wood is cut: (1) cutting along the grain (with and
against); (2) cutting across the grain; or (3) cutting end grain. Terms like “end grain turning”, “face grain
turning” and “side grain turning” are used. These terms are also potentially confusing, since as a piece
rotates on the lathe, there can be many variations of these cuts in a single rotation. For example, when
turning the outside rim of a bowl with the grain running perpendicular to the bed, you will find the grain
direction is continually changing between cutting along the grain (with and against) and cutting end grain,
as shown in Figure 3.
Similarly, the tool used can also greatly determine the type of cut being made.
When turning a piece with the grain running parallel to the bed of the lathe, a parting tool used to separate
the workpiece from the waste wood would be making a different type of cut than a gouge or skew chisel
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going left to right or right to left. Therefore, specifying the orientation of the wood on the lathe based on
the types of cutting action (such as “end grain turning”) can lead to confusion.
Sometimes turners refer to the orientation based upon whether the tail stock is used. Terms like “center
work” and “turn on center” are frequently used when a piece is located between two centers (a drive center
on the headstock, and a tail center on the tailstock.) A definition for these terms typically includes a phrase
similar to “the grain of the piece runs parallel to the bed.” These terms are also potentially confusing, since
many some turners use the tailstock (at least initially) regardless of how the wood is mounted. This is
especially the case when first turning the outside of a large bowl. Using the tail stock allows the piece to be
turned more safely at a higher speed and for more aggressive cuts to be performed. On the other hand, even
when turning wood with the grain running parallel to the bed (as shown in Figure 1) the tailstock is not
always used. Therefore, specifying the orientation of the wood based on whether or not the tailstock is used
may not accurately describe the orientation.
Some of the terminology currently being used applies more to the mounting of the wood on the lathe and
the turning process, and less to the finished piece. However, the ability to accurately and concisely specify
the orientation for finished pieces is equally important. This is especially the case when viewing images and
giving demonstrations. Sometimes it is difficult to determine the orientation of the grain by viewing an
image like the one shown in the turning in Figure 4. When discussing this image, someone might ask the
demonstrator the orientation of the grain. If the demonstrator said “It was mounted on the lathe using end
grain turning” or “It was created using spindle turning” these sentences might
sound confusing and might not clearly and concisely answer the question.
Specifying the orientation of the grain on finished pieces using current
terminology may sound awkward or redundant since some of these terms seem
to apply more to the mounting and turning, and less to the final piece.
There are many occasions when woodturners need to refer to the orientation of wood on the lathe: during
demonstrations, when writing articles, or in discussions about their process with others to name a few.
Why not use the terms parallel orientation and perpendicular orientation instead of the more confusing
terms mentioned above? You may even want to introduce your topic with a brief definition of these terms
and why you are using them. Perhaps by doing this we will develop a standard way of referring to wood
orientation that is easily understood by all.

Table 2: Parallel vs perpendicular orientation
Table 1: Examples of perpendicular versus
parallel orientation
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AAW 30th Anniversary Symposium - Atlanta
AAW's 30th Annual International Symposium will be held at the Atlanta Convention Center at
AmericasMart in downtown Atlanta, June 9-12, 2016. The Atlanta Westin Peachtree Plaza
Hotel, which is connected to the convention center, is offering discounted AAW-only rates and
will serve as the host hotel. Symposium registration activity through mid-March has proceeded
at a healthy pace.

Membership / Newsletter /Library News
By Beth Parham
Library
The Library is progressing, and if I bring the right keys and don’t wear too many hats
this month, you can check out. I was able to work on the library Saturday while the
“Learn and Turn” was going on. Still work to do but it’s on its way.
Membership Matters
Beginning with April, the dues for the balance of 2016 is prorated to $45.
Remember, I do not have the ability to accept credit cards, so please bring cash or
check (or mail checks).
Types of Membership and annual pricing. See me at meetings if you want to join or
have questions regarding membership. Also, remember that membership entitles you to a 10%
discount from Klingspor on all purchases (except wood and things with a plug).

 Regular
 Centurion
 Lifetime
 Benefactor

$50/year –
 After April 1st - $45.00;
 After July 1st - $40.00;
 After October 1st - $55.00, which includes the following year.
$100/year (paid to NCW Education Fund. Includes special nametag.)
$600 one time paid to NCW Education Fund. Includes membership for life and
special name tag
$1,000 one-time paid to NCW Education Fund. Includes honorary membership in
NCW (designed for businesses)

Newsletter
If you are currently getting the newsletter via mail and have an email, be sure to let me
know of the email address. You will get the newsletter sooner and in full color; the
mailed issues are in black and white and are always several days later getting to you
than the online version.

Mentorship Information
If you are interested in learning new skills, or improving the skills you have, contact one of these NCW
members:
Scott Caskey
(Iron Station, NC)
Don Olsen
(Morganton, NC)

704-735-2382
704-530-6055

Edgar Ingram
(Statesville, NC)
John Melius
(Mooresville, NC)

704-876-4576
704-995-7257

Additionally, if you are wanting to mentor and help new turners learn this art form we all love and are
addicted to, please let me know if you want to be added to this Mentorship Information.
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WHEN: Second Saturday of each month
10:00 AM – 4:00 PM
Lunch on your own
LOCATION:
Klingspors’ Woodworking Shop
856 21st Street Drive
Hickory, NC 28602

North Carolina Woodturners
c/o Beth Parham
2154 Frye Avenue
Hickory, NC 28602
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